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ABSTRACT 

KU010dedge of the dynamic thermal response of buildings is needed in HVAG control app 1 ications. 
The input and output physical quantities 'involved in the ener'gy budget of a bui Iding can be 
related either using a physical model 'or using the black-box approach~ Following the latter 
approach y the building is identified as a system witij,a, given number of outputs (e.g., the energy 
demand for heating, the internaL,t,emperature, etc.) and inputs, (e.g •• the meteorological data, 
the occupancy pattern, etc.) ridat'ed by simple Hirear equationS. The calculation of the black-box 
parameters from sampled experiment'a1 inptit-output data is called identification of the system. 
This type of approach is particularly well suited for on-line control ot the HVAC system. where 
a physical description would be heavy in terltls of number o~ equations and unreliable dup to un
certainties in the physical,pararueters of the building. Data measurpd in a highly-instrumented 
room, part of an existing oftice building, have been' used ttl test idt'nti fictltiotl methods that (,Dn 
be implemented on a microcomputer. 'Results of the ana lysiR tire presl'ntpu and di 8('t1:':5(,({. 

One oE the aims of bui Iding physics is to investigate the thermal phenomena in boi Idings <lIld IIVAG 
systems in order to determine mathematical models of such phenomena. In the modeling procedure. 
the standard methodology has been so far usually a deductive one, based on a detailed analysis of 
the phenomena which take place within the system (e.g., heat and mass transfer, energy storage, 
etc.) in terms of physically defined quantities (e.g., air temperatures, solar radiation flux, 
wind velocitY7 thermal properties of building materials, etc.).l Such analyses are usually de
ve:loped by 'making' Use of dassi'cal mathematical tools (e.g., differential equations). 

In this research a different approach has been used: following the system theory point of 
view, 'attention has been focused on the determination of cause-effect (input-output) relationships 
between defined sets of variables on the basis of measured data. In this case, a detailed physical 
description of the phenomena is not needed. This approach to system model:i ng is called black-box 
identification. It must be stressed, however, that models obtained by inducti~e black-box pro
cedures are not as general and physically meaningful as those given by the deductive method. 

Identification tl"chniques can be used in a wide nUlg{~ of IIppli(,<ltillflH ill whidl no inf(lrl1ltllioll 

<lbout system internal behaviur is requir{'d. Typical ,lpplientions ,11<(' til(' d('tl'rmin:ltion III syHtt'l11 
transfer functions, the comparison among different systt!m dyniluric rt'spons~'s and Lilt, Jcfini linn uf 
their "figures of merit'l, data and signal processing. and the synthesis of controllers • 
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The aim of this study is to apply black-box identification techniques to the analysis of 
the dynamic thermal response of buildings and building subsystems (zones, rooms, walls, etc.). 
In particular. the system under study is a single instrumented room, part of an existing office 
building. The room air t,(mperature has been assumed' as the output of the system, whereas 
outdoor air temperature. solar radiation flux, and temperature of the adjacent rooms are the 
inputs. 

Identificati.on is defined as the determination, on the basis of i.nput-output (I/O) measured 
data, of a mod!!l within a specified class of rttodels to which the process under study is equivalent. 

Parameter estimation is the numerical determination 'of the parameters of a predetermined 
model structure capable of fitting the dynamic behavior of the process. 

A ~implE!: repcresentation of this problem ,is shown in F'ig. 1. u(1:) "and y(t)' are, respectively, 
the process' input and output. nJtJ rep'reS'eri:ts, the uncertaintie:s, <fnd y(t) the model output. The 
ideirtification proc,ess generates ,the model p,a,rameters by, making use of ~allIpled sequences of I/O 
data';~ 

~o~parison of the mode.! output y{t) wi't:.h the ,creal process output y (t) may be utilized in a 
recursive algorithm either {n order to optimize the model param~ter estimate. or to adapt at 
each samplin~ time the ,model paxame-ters to the real 'process behavior. While in the former case 
a co:ristaot parameter'model is obtained, io the lattet case the model adapts itself to changes in 
the process structure. It is evident that this last method is very powerful in the case of non
line'at an'd/or time-Variant systems and '·0'1: unknown uncertainties. 

With no changes in the basic methodology described in this paper, identification techniques 
can be applied to HVAC systems, particularly for control purpo'ses. Moreover, identification is 
needed by a particular class of controllers, called adaptive controllers. Adaptive controllers 
(see Fig. 2) are those in which the transfer function is modified on-line in order to satisfy 
optimal cd teria whi Ie ~lIlowing for process structure variations and uncertainties. 

The use of these sophisticated techniques appears particularly well suited for HVAC system 
control and may lead to substantial energy savings.2~3 The actual implementation of adaptive 
digital control philosophies is now possible at relatively low cost thanks to the availability 
of powerful but cheap mi.crocomputers. For such an application, efficient identification algorithms 
portable on low-mass storage microcomputers are needed. The algorithms presented in this paper 
have been successfully implemented on an 8-bit~ 32-kbyte memory microcomputer. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The test room used in this study is part of a multistory office building with masonry walls and 
single-glazed windows. The room is located at the second floor on the south east - south west 
corner of the building (see Fig. 3). 

Sixty-four analog sensors are currently used in order to measure the physical quantities 
that identify the room's thermal response. i.e.: 

I. induor and oHtdoor air l't'mIH'THtun', 

L. iusid(· <lml outside wall surfac(' li'lllllt,ratun', 

'1. eouducl.ioll Itt·tll flux('H through til(' wrli IH. 

II. wiml v('iociry, i!nd 

'J. H(dilr r;:ldiilllOIl flux:. 

All temperatures are measured by means of Pt-lOO Resistance Thermometers (RTD) wi th a 4-wire 
connection for more accurate measurements. Air temperature tRTDs are properly shielded against 
radiation and ventilated. Three RTDs at different heights are used indoors to evaluate the vert
ical thermal gradient. One RTD is used to measure the outdoor air temperature. An accuracy of 
O. IOe is likely to be reached. 
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Surface temperature Rl'Ds are slightly embedded In the wa] 1 p laster and covered with LI ·thin 
aluminum ribbon insuring the equalization of temperature over the wall surface. The aluminum 
ribbon has been covered with the same paint used for the wall surface in order to make the sensor's 
radiative properties closer to those of the wall. About 40 RTDs are used to measure all the 

surface temperatures., The high number of sensors installed on each wall WiJS justified by the [act 
that deviations outhe order of±I.5°C around the mean wall temperClture were found. 

Conduction' hea:t fluxes are measured by heat flow meters (HFM). These devices aTe based on the 
princ~ple that he'at flow can be determined by measuring the surface temperatures of a layer of 
known thermal conductance. RFM must present low capacity and high thermal resistance in order to 
detect a siguiHcant temp~r,3:ture"difference.. HFH have been embedded in the wall pbstN in order 
to reduce random"disturbances. caused by air turbulence. 

Wind Ve19c~'ty J.s"n)i:iasure.d, by'me~ns ~f a mechanical cup anemometer. 
ured 'b'y>,.tWO::,ti9dzoT!t,,~1 'atl.Q ve:rtic.~l South-facing pyranometers. 

e'~ ~,,:>::;t< .::::". 
"The', r~~:~.11~:,,;·:prese'~ted in this, s'tudy' were 

perlmen:t'~l room. I~ p'art~cular, the following 
l~,,: ir'!.do.or' temperature (sy~,t'e.m, output), 

obtained using only some> 
q~antities were used: 

2. ·ou,:t,~o2F ,:e·~:~'r\e '~~~~'re :,(ls ,~,:': in~:ut), ~ 
:1 ~ ~l!,~l~,>,'~~~,t~:~:,~:~;~, :'~~o:~$,e<:;;~~~~~,,(,~:~rtur~, ;,(,4r1:d,: inpj:tt}, ~!ttd 

"ert:i cal,{~;~tit:~~ta~:{rig" s~:ia.r::,:Ja1,:i;3:~,~'OI} (3,r,~.,; input:) • 

Solar radiation is meas-

of the senSors of the {'x-

A,~::, +It,b~,~~~:it~r<~:;~~:~~"~~:q~~:~~;:~i,~,~};#:~f,~,;>(D~~J:;,,~~~;·;:'~mpX~;~~ to, ,co lle c t, re cord; and p roce ss the 
e~e~im~ntai":d;a:;~,~~" ::~~'~,;,,~u,y;(~~e~;>lf~g:~,,: ~:r'::',~?'7~i,~:t~· "~'~,:,:,a ~·6502 mi crop ro ces sor computer. wh ich con tro Is 

a 150-,~lia,~t!~~:,:~:,~'~~~~lf,:',,5~:y~4~n\:~;~:»;~~,:!!IE'7,:~~~~"y~:g,s:.,:, ilie ,:~(~ ,. conve:rs ion and readout of the samp 1 ,ed data 
is perf'Q'rme~}~y~ ,:a~,~p:~;/",:~'~t:~';;'~,~~:::~;4,~~,~:d)<,~~" ,~:t:~fl<:<:~r fe' ",~l'te,rnativeJY. 0;0 tape, and pri nted on a line 

p rin te~':',::',1\:",!;~~,~,n~:,}7:~~~':):;',~~~~',),",:~.~<:~~,l~~:~~:,,:;~~i,~iy,:,~~,~:~: ,pr;pgram, s t<)r,age. Data are sattlp I ed can ti nuou1> ly • 
but ,?nfy" the'·, ,ValUe·~":,~Y~;~~~~~-:",9~~~ '>~.,~~~i~~;·::~~~~;');:;jtejl (e,' g.,. 10'minutes) are recorded. Thi s is 

conve,nie,nt beca,~se· n1:l~,S~;:,<~~::;::f,~,,~J;:~~fe~,::;:;,~~~':~}j¥,,<\~!t:~:, '~,:veragin,g, p'rocess and because, Riven the hi gh 
system time eon,s·:t~n,ts-,·Kp:r:irt,~~;p;::a,t<,:,:t:i~~~'~,~~,~~~:,~an't 'od the order of 10 hours), the identification may 
be performed using >'J..Yf] d,~t~:'·,~:,~;~:~~cf~a'~:~::r~:latiY~ly long time steps. 4 

. ";,'\> 

IDENTIFICATION· METHODst'.i,;;"!'···· ..•. ··• ..••••. , •..•. , •.•..•••.•• 

Ina" earlier e~~g~pl't~:~re$:~~N'h,tde~rg(ca~io" e"porin,"n', WNe I'orform('d us ;n11 SIMIIJE, a 
FORTRAN packag'e o(l4;¢;n,~:;ir~~~,~"tp~n::)Il~,~,,:~,~T\.i:,l;~tion algnrithmr-: dl'v{'lopC'd lit the lsliluto di EII'Urn
tecnicCl Generale"ol"6h,e'e:o,il:tE!cnic:~,,dir:$o;rino.·).6 TlH.' idcntii"iNJ mod(·1 slructure ill SIMIDI'; is 
rep resented ,in th~" ,¢:~~·~:'s:i):,~ft:;L\:'d~s-c~i~;t~L,:~ tate vari .:lbtcs f n r'm: 

x 

u inpu t-vec t'kr." ~f>"dime:n'~:i611 ,:m 
y output-veC'tor 'cif dtin~nsioTt p 

Pi.: 'xCi) + B u(i) 

·c ~(i) + D u(i) 

model order) 

A,B.C,D = identi£ied c'ons,tant>matrices of proper dimensions. 

(1) 

The identif1.catftJU"algorithm belongs to the least squares family (using instrumental variable 
method) and applies 'fast and ,efficient numerical techniques drawn from linear algebra (essential
ly orthogonal" factorizations·). 7 Compiling, linking. and execution 01 SIMIDE requi res C1bout 200 

kbytes. Thts packag'e, i$ therefore, not suitable for on-line ident~fication and control. 

The results presented in this paper have been obtained by using a different class of ident
ification algorithms, which can be conveniently implemented on adaptive controllers.8,9 
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The following I/O ARMA (Auto Regressive Moving Average) model has been selected to represent 
the physical process: 

yet) aly(t-I) + a
2
y(t-2) + •.•.••..•.••...•. + aoy(t-n) + 

+ bo,lUl(t) + bI,IuI(t-l) + •.•.•..••• + bn,lu1(t-n) + 

+ b u (t) + b u (t-l) + .......... + b u (t-n) + 
O~mm I,mm n,mm 

+ t'(t) -+ (' Il'(t- J) + •.•••.•••.••.••...... + c e(t-n) 
n 

=[y(t-l} •.• y{L-II) uI(t) •.• um(t-n) e(t-1) ... e(t-n~O+ dt) (2) 

~ 
n sys telll o:t'(ler 
m = nuIDbet'of inputs 
y = system output 
u l ".· urn = 'system inputs 

0'" [ar .. an bO,l' •• bn,m c 1".cn]T 

s = 20 + men + 1) 

s-Vector of parameters 

In 1';q 2, ( e(t) f r~prel{ents a sequO-nct' of non measurable random variables. If r e(t) }reprt'.',sents 
white- noi sC', Standard Least Squares (SLS) techniques give estimates of the parameters which conv
e'rge to the true valUes. On the other hand" the presence of generally colored noise corrupting 
the'data leads to adoption of the Extended Least Squares (ELS) technique to avoid biasing of the 
estimated parameters. IO The following prediction model is introduced 

(3) 

where yet) is the predicted value of yet). given the data (y(t-l) .. ll (t-n» and the estimated 
parameters a IIp to time t-l; e(t) = yet) - yet) is the prediction ~rror. Let ~(t) and YN(t), 
.where N '" (n+l) (m+l) + n, he defined as: 

[

y (t-N). ,y (t-N-n+ 1) u1 (t-N+] ) •• u m (t-N-n+l) e (t-N) .• e (t-N-n+ 1)] 
'\ (t)=: : : • : . 

y(t-l) .. y(t-n) u
1 
(t) ••... um(t-n) e(t-l) •• e(t-n) 

Then, the emit funl'tional 

(4 ) 

is minimized with respect to 0 to obtain the estimate ON of the parameters. 

It is well known that the estimate § minimizin~ J is the solution of the normal equation 

(5 ) 

It is also lmown that the solution of Eq 5 may be ill-cor:tAitioned. A more accurate method is to 
solv(> the following sy:'llem of algGbnli (: equations 

(6 ) 

when'RN is an uPlwr triangulnr s x s matrix ( s ." number of parameters to be estimated, defined 
above) obtnined by tlw- transformation 
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(7) 

where P
N 

is an orthogonal N' x N matrix such' that 

(B) 

The error index is 

Recursive ELS solution is pertorrned hased on orthogonal factorization of AN' The first step, 
as above, is to' obtain ~. At the sampling time t+l. e(t) = yet) - yCt) is computed and RN and YN 
are updated as follows 

~o ( 10) 

I 10 

y(t) ~ y(t) ••. y(t-n+l) u
1 

(t+l) ... u
m

(t-n+l) e(t) ••. e(t-n+l) 

A new 'orthogonal factorization leads to solve the triangular syc:.tf'nt of algebraic equations 

( I I) 

using the following transformation 

G • G 
S 8-1 

(12) 

1 

o 
1 

G ~ 
i 

c s ~i-th row 
1 

(13 ) 

o 

-s c 
~t. _______ i-th column 

c ~ 

s ~ 

p (sign(O) ~ 1) 

For the aims of the present study, this identification method shows several advantages in 
comparison with the method used earlier. Firstly, fewer parameters' arc needed. so that less comp
uter memory is required. Secondly? the algorithm is well suited fat' recur::;ive estimates, whi.ch 
are typical of on-line processes. 
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RESULTS 

The identification methods have been tested using experimental data recorded in four measurement 
campaigns during the spring and summer 1982 under the following experimental conditions: 

1. no HVAC system on duty~ 
2. no people present in the room. and 
J. no change.- in window shielding. 

Each campai.gn lasted about Qne week. 

Typical statistical characteristics of the data are presented in Fig. 5, which shows the 
relative magnitude of outdoor temperature and solar radiation flux harmonic components. 

The system model considers three inputs, namely: 
1. solar radiation. 
2. outdoor dry-bulb temperature, 
3. adJacent rooms dry-bulb temperature, and 

a single output, namely indoor dry-bulb temperature. 

Standard Least Squares (5L8) and Extended Least Squares (ELS) identificatfon methods have 
been adopted. Comparison of identification /simulation (l/S) resultsX (Fig. 6 a, b) shows no rel
evant differences between the two methods. This fact is due to the high accuracy of the measure
ment techniques adopted, which reduces the noise to very low levels. Consequently, all the l/S 
results presented in the following graphs and tables have been obtained using the SLS method only. 
(In presence of greater noise, however, ELS methods have proved capable of efficient filtering and 
are therefore more reliable than 8LS.) 

A series of analyses have been performed in order to test the sensitivity of the identificat
ion method to model order and sampling interval. The plot of model output and system output 
provides ;t- meaningful representation of the idf.\Otification ugoodness." 

Two types of identification/simulation are presented! one type (type-A r/S) uses a constant 
set of estimated parameters; the other (type-B l/S) makes use~ at each time step, of the model 
parameters identified at the previous step. 

Typi cal plots of the parnmpters a , :1 • and a of gq 2 vs. time step of the identification 
are showII til Fig. 7 a.b.c. For th~ fi~st !ew step~ a certain Uwiggling" of the parameters occurs; 
thereafter, due to natural convergence properties of the algorithm. the parameters reach stable 
values. Some slight va"riations. however, can be still detected due to system nonlinearities. 

In addition to model parameters~ the poles of the system transfer function have been comp
uted. Typical values of the principal time constant. calculated from the coefficient aI' are in 
the range 8 to 12 hours, in good agreement with analytical predictions. 

fn type-A liS, it is obviously necessary to avoid using parameters values that have not yet 

stabilized, as demonstrated by the results in Tab. I; the STD in fact drops drastically when 
stability is r~ached (from time step 100 on). As a general Tule, it is advisable to use the final 
identified !'wt of parameterH. Type-A l/S. which is a typical off-line procedure. has been perform
ed using data sets obtained by subtracting the mean value from the original I/O data. The STn as 
a function of model order (1 through 7) and tor two sampling intervals (30 and 60 minutes) is 
shown in Ftg. g 8. Simi iarly. Fig. g b shows how the STD of the lis results varies as a function 

%)rhe following apply to a1"1 l/S results presented in this paper: 
1. solid line indicates measured data (system output), I 

2. dashed line indicateR simulated data (model output) , and 
J. the box at the upper right corner of each graph shows model order (ORD) , standard deviat

ion (STD,UC) between system and model outputs, and sampling interval (DT); in minutes. 
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of sampling interval for a third order model. 

For type-B liS, a typical on-line procedure, the original data sets have been used instead. 
In this case the STn is not a very significant indicator of the goodness of the result, and it 
is better to compare directly the time trends of the model and system outputs. Type-B liS results 
for different model orders and for a sampling interval of 30 minutes are presented in Fig. 9. 

Similarly, Fig. 10 shows results for various sampling interva1s (third order model). It is import
ant to observe that the identification requires an adjustnumt time until the paramel<-'rs C0llverg(' 
to stable values. 

From the results of Fig. 8 b (type-A l/S) and Fig. '}o (type-B l/S). it can h(~ seen that the 

optimal sampling interval falls in the 30-to-60 minutes rnnp,<-'. ldetlli ficilt ion lH'rfnrmt'Ci with lower 
sampling intervals produces ill-conditioned calcu:lations. 

A further validation of the'se liS m,ethods has been obtained by simulating the system output 

using data sets different from--those' used:"in the idemti;£ication. Results are shown in Fig. 11. 
The downward shift of t~e model "'~~,tp,ut ,w'i'th,respect to the system output in Fig. 11 a is due to 

the different system ,and model 'steady-s'tate, gains,. The two data sets, in fact, correspond to two 

different working conditions,:" the ,d~t",a, ~~,ed £ol(}den'tification were measured in_the summer 
(Tout '= 30°C),' and dat,a,u,s,€'tLf,o,r simulation were measured in the early spring (Tout"" 16°C). The 
shift, obviously, dis'appears when the--tneim value' .is su'btracte,d from both I/O data sequences 
(Fig. 11 b). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results obtained c.onfirm,,'that reduced order models (up to the fourth one)· are capable of 

accurately representing the dynamic thermal ,behavior of the test room. The estimate of the opt
imal 'samplt'ng inte'r\ial in' the"'r'aiige of' 30-to::'60 minutes fs fully i.n agreement with the 60 minutes 

sampling interval adopted in. 'mmit',heur'istic mode'ls. At this stage of the, study it c.an be stated 
that the adopted identification algor'ithm has pr'oved effective from the modeling point of vLew 
and reliable with regard to p-Qrt:ability characteristics and computational spl'ed. 

FutUre developments of this :research will be in the direction of illtQg(~r compulillioll ;l1ld 
actual 'implemen-r,a'tion of thE!se tnEitfi(.HIs<in adaptive control sy:-;tPnlS for building HVAC. 
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TAJ1LE 

Slandard Deviation (S1'Il) Bc,tween Model and System OUlputl': as a 

Function of Number of Steps eN) Used to Identify the Parameters 

N 

STD ("e) 
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